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Mechanics-Based Determination of the Center Roller Displacement
in Three-Roll Bending for Smoothly Curved Rectangular Plates
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The objective of this paper is to develop a logical procedure to determine the center roller

displacement, in the three-roll bending process, which is required in the fabrication of curved
rectangular plates with a desired curvature. To this end, the mechanics of the process was

analyzed by both analytical and finite element approaches. Comparisons of the results reveal

that a simple analytical procedure, based on the beam theory, yields a reasonably accurate

relationship between the center roller displacement and residual curvature. With further
development and refinement, the procedure proposed in this work has great promise for

practical application, particularly for the automation of the process.
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: Width of workpiece

: Young's modulus

: Tangent modulus
: Second moment of area

: Bending moment
: Maximum bending moment

: Bending moment at initial yield
: Arc length of workpiece

: Spacing between two consecutive bends

in sequential bending
: Distance between side rolls (Die width)

: Thickness of workpiece

: Cartesian coordinates
: Displacement of the center roller

: Maximum normal strain

c§f'tal : Total bending strain

c~ : Elastic component of bending strain

~ : Plastic component of bending strain

7J : Normal distance from neutral surface
e : Angle of deflection of neutral surface

K : Curvature
KL : Curvature under loading

so : Residual curvature after unloading
Ky : Curvature at initial yield

or : Yield stress

1. Introduction

Roll bending is a very important process in the

fabrication of curved plates which are used in
ship hulls and large steel structures, However, as

emphasized in our previous study (Shin et al.,
200 I), the parameters of this process are all de

termined by technicians, simply based upon their

personal field experiences. Logical procedures for
determining such parameters are required for ac

curate fabrication as well as for the automation of
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the process, which is the ultimate goal of our
research. In addition, the use of such procedures
may yield "well'l-curved plates so that minimal

effort will be required in the subsequent line
heating process.

While our initial-stage work was concerned
with the rolling region on a plate, 1. e. where to
roll, for a desired shape (Shin et al., 2001), the
objective of this paper is to develop a procedure
for determining the amount or extent of roll
bending, given a desired curvature. To this end, a
thorough understanding and realistic modeling of
the mechanics involved are necessary.

Several related studies have been published
previously. A model for bending steel beams with
a rectangular cross section was proposed by
Hansen and Jannerup (1979), where the comput
ed residual curvature was shown to agree with
experimental results. Oh and Gobayashi (1980)
studied the problem of bending a sheet metal by
the finite element method (FEM) in conjunction
with the large-strain formulation. Their model,
however, is unrealistic because the entire sheet is
modeled so as to be bent simultaneously.

A realistic and sophisticated model was
developed by Yang and Shima (1988) for the
continuous bending of a beam. Their model
accounts for many details of the process such as
the shift of contact points between the beam and
rollers and, as a result, the equations in the model
are rather complex, but the results were in good
agreement with experimental values. A simple
model for the sequential bending of a beam on a
pressbrake was developed by Hardt et al. (1992).
The process is modeled as a series of overlapping
three-point bending procedures, and the comput
ed results were also in good agreement with
experimental values.

All the previous studies mentioned above deal
primarily with the prediction of residual
curvature given the amount of bending - often
called a forward mechanics problem. In practice,
particularly for automated roll bending, it would

be of more direct interest to determine the amount
ofbending required for a desired curvature - often
called an inverse mechanics problem. In the
present work, the procedure developed by Hardt

et al. (1992) is modified and extended to solve
both forward and inverse problems. In contrast to
the one-dimensional beam theory adopted in all
analytical models, two-dimensional finite element
analyses (FEA) were also conducted in this pa
per with plane strain elements. The results of
these two approaches are compared, and their

limitations are discussed.

2. Roll Bending Process

The roll bending process is usually performed
by a three-roll bending machine (often called the
pyramid type, because of the peculiar arrange
ment of the three rollers) , schematically shown in
Fig. 1. The entire process of roll bending may be
divided into three steps: namely, (I) positioning
of a blank plate, (2) lowering of the center roller,
and (3) feeding of the plate. In the first step, a flat
blank plate is fed into the machine by two
rotating side rollers until the plate is properly
positioned (Fig. I (a»). In the second step, the
center roller is displaced downward, bending the
plate (Fig. I (bl ). In the final step, two side
rollers rotate again, so that the plate is bent
continuously. A steady state is reached in the
third step when the point which was initially in
contact with the center roller (that is, point B in

Fig. I (a» passes through the left-hand roller,
with the result that all points between the side
rollers undergo the same stress and strain history.

A complete analysis of the entire process
described above is a very complicated task due to
several reasons. First of all, elasto-plastic
analyses are required because neither the elastic
nor the plastic strain is negligible compared with
the other. Secondly, the deformed shape of a plate
in the process is not symmetric with respect to its
contact point with the center roller (Yang and
Shima, 1988). Finally, the contact between the
plate and rollers does not occur at a single point
and, furthermore, the contacting regions shift
constantly until the steady state in the third step is
reached. The second and final effects above are
important particularly where large deformations
are involved: for example, when bending thin
plates.
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3.1 Equations of mechanics involved
The process in the configuration shown in Fig.

may be modeled as a series of three-point

bending operations. Equations associated with a
single bending are provided in this subsection. A

beam undergoing small deformation in three

point bending may be assumed to be subjected to
a bending moment distribution, M (s) , which is a

function of the arc length s, as shown in Fig. 2.
That is,

(b)

Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of roll bending process

Considering all these effects in an analytical

model does not seem feasible. Therefore, in this
paper, an analytical approach based on a simpli

fied model is proposed, and then a more realistic

numerical analysis using the FEM is conducted to
investigate the validity of the analytical approach.

3. Analytical Approach

Fig. 2

M (s)=

Distribution of bending moment in a beam
under three-point bending

The analytical approach proposed in this study
is a modification and extension of the previous

model (Hardt et al., 1992) devised for the
sequential bending of beams on a pressbrake. The

application of this model to the continuous

bending of a plate may be justified for the fol
lowing reasons. That is, sequential bending

approaches continuous bending as the spacing

between two consecutive bends is reduced to zero,
and a plate may often be modeled as a beam

which represents a strip of a unit width taken

from the plate (T imoshenko and Woinowsky
- Krieger, 1959). This model, however, does not

take into account all the complicating effects of

continuous bending as described in the previous

section. Because the model was described in detail
in the literature, only some key equations are

repeated and the extended procedure is outlined

here.

where So, So+sT/2, and So+Sr denote the contact
points with the left-hand, center, and right-hand

rollers, respectively. Note that each roller is as

sumed here to contact the plate at a point.

By imposing the moment equilibrium require
ment over a cross section at s, it can be shown

that M (s ) is related to the corresponding
curvature, K(S) , by

I
t'2 2b 1( tl21KCsl

M (s)=2b 0 (J7Jd7J=7fSf 0 (J (e) cdc (2)

where , in writing the last equation, a kinematic

relationship, c=K7J , has been used; and, the upper
integration limit has been replaced by the

maximum strain, cmax= (t12) K(S) . Due to the
existence of K(S) in the integration limit, Eq . (2)

represents an implicit relationship between M (s)
and K(S) . Note that Eq. (2) holds for any elasto
-plastic constitutive law, a (e) . In particular,

within elastic limits, Eq. (2) leads to an explicit

relationship, M (s ) =E1K(s ) , where I=bt3/ 12.
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Fig. 4 Flow chart for analytical approach

A nearly identical procedure may be used for the
forward problem, i.e. to determine the residual
curvature, «u, given a constant displacement of
the center roller, Ye, and for the inverse problem,
i.e. to find the value of Ye required for a given Ku.

The only difference between these two types of
problems lies in the selection between Ye or K as
the desired input value, and in the corresponding
selection of the left- or right-hand branch in the
middle of the flow chart. Therefore, the reader is
referred to Hardt et al. (1992), which is con
cerned with the forward problem, for a detailed
explanation of each step in the procedure. The
equation number required for each step IS

indicated in Fig. 4.
Whether a forward or inverse problem is

solved, the procedure consists of two nested loops
(see Fig. 4). The outer loop is repeated once for
each bending until the entire bending sequence is
completed. In the inner loop, the deformed shape
in a single bending is found by assuming and
incrementing the value of l4nax until the desired
value of Ye or K is reached (Hardt et al., 1992).
The residual curvature distribution is then com
puted by deducting the spring-back curvature,

(3)

M(s)

K(S)

Fig. 3 Relationship between bending moment and
curvature

Figure 3 shows a typical relationship between
M (s) and K(S) at the same section when linearly
elastic strain-hardening behavior is assumed.
During a single bending, the maximum curvature
will occur at point B in Fig. I, i. e. at s=So+srl

2, where Mmax occurs as shown in Fig. 2. The
maximum curvature, Kmax, is, of course, related to
Mmax by Eq. (2) when M (s) and K(S) in Eq. (2)
are replaced by Mmax and l4nax, respectively. In
addition, a case of loading up to an arbitrary
moment M1(>My) and subsequent unloading is
indicated in Fig. 3 by curves with arrowheads,
and the corresponding loaded curvature KL and
the unloaded (residual) curvature Ku after spring
back are also shown. The spring-back curvature
is given by

where the subscripts "0" denote values at S=So.

Finally, geometrical equations for the deformed
configuration as shown in Fig. 1(b) are necessa
ry. The angle of deflection, 8 (s); measured
clockwise, and the coordinates, (X(s), Y(s», of
the neutral surface of the beam may be expressed,
in terms of the curvature distribution K(S), as

8(s) =tk+ (S K(S) dsi:
X(S) =xo+ loS cos ( tk+ loSK(S) ds )ds (4)

Y(s) = YO+f: sin ( tk+ loSK(S) ds )ds

3.2 Computational procedure
Figure 4 shows a flow chart for the com

_putational procedure of the analytical approach.
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Table 1 Values of input parameters used

Young's modulus, E 200 GPa

Yield stress, (1y 200 MPa

Tangent modulus. E, 50.0 MPa

Plate length. L 1.00 m

Plate thickness, t 20.0 mm

Distance between side rollers. Sf 0.40 m

Rolling range of center roller (1/ 4) L - (3/ 4) L

and the analysis proceeds to the next bending,

with the curvature distribution shifted by one

bend spacing, ss.

3.3 N umerical r es ult s
Several numerical results obtained by the

analytical approach are illustrated In this

subsection. The values of input parameters used

are listed in Table I. The width of the beam in the
model is assumed to be unity, as mentioned

above.
Figure 5 shows the residual curvature after

eight equally-spaced sequential bending

operations, com puted with the dow nward center

roller displacement, Yc=7.50 mm (the forward
problem) . In this analysis, only eight times of

sequential bending are assumed because com

putation required according to the procedure

shown in Fig. 4 con sumes quite a long time, and
because the resu lts may directly compared with

those avai lable in th e literature as below. It
should be emphasized here that in Fig . 5 and all

the following figures, only the resulting curvature

is shown because the deformed shape, drawn to
scale, will not be distinguishable from the origi

nal shape due the smallness of the deformation

considered here .
It is easily seen from Fig. 5 that the greatest

residual curvature is produced by the first

bending, the least curvature by the second
bending, followed by similar intermediate

curvatures afterwards - a steady state. This trend

coincides with the previous work (Hardt et al.,
1992) , where the least curvature in the second

bending (called an "undershoot") was attributed

to the excessive curvature produced by the previ-
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Fig. 5 Residual curvature distribution after
sequential bending
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Fig. 6 Displacements of center roller to obtain con
stant curvature

ous (first) bending. Note that the small
fluctuations in Fig. 5 are due to discrete

sequential bending, thus they will be reduced as

the bend spacing, se, becomes smaller.
A numerical result for the inverse problem is

given in Fig . 6. This figure shows the downward
displacements of the center roller in eight

sequential bending operations, which are required
for a constant residual curvature (see Fig. 7).

Conversely, Fig . 7 has been obtained by solving

the forward problem using the data in Fig . 6 as

the input. It is noteworthy in Fig. 6- that Yc in the
first two bending operations must be smaller than

in the subsequent bending in order to suppress the

excessive curvature that otherwise would be pro

duced in the first bending as shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 8 shows the displacements of the center

roller which are required for various values of
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4. Finite Element Analyses

-:~I . , . 1
4-n<ldG plane strain elemen1

Fig. 9 Finite element models for contacting surfaces
using (a) plane strain elements.and (b) beam
elements.for the plate

'"""'~ ..,- ..~.
..
I

z-oecebeam element

(b)

(a)

This analysis was conducted to obtain a direct
comparison with the analytical approach that is
based on the beam theory . The problem is then
analyzed in two dimensions by modeling the plate
with plane strain elements. These two finite ele
ment models are schematically shown in Figs. 9
(a) and 9 (b), respectively. In both cases, the
rollers are all assumed to be rigid.

To properly model the contacting mechanism
explained in Section 2, the so-called contact
elements, which are widely used to analyze colli
sion problems, are employed between the
contacting bodies (see Fig . 9). The contact
elements preclude the prohibited inter
-penetration of the contacting bodies and model
the mutually acting normal compressive forces. It
is assumed that no slip occurs between the plate
and rollers . Also , in order to guarantee a unique
solution, the horizontal displacement at point B ,
shown in Fig. 1. is set to zero as a reasonable
geometrical boundary condition. The feeding of
the workpiece is simulated by slight horizontal
translations of the three rollers.

The finite element analyses were performed
using ANSYS, a commercial FEA package. All
geometrical and material properties used are the
same as listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 7 Curvature distribution obtained by sequential
bending prescribed by Fig.f

F inite element analyses were conducted in this
work for two reasons. The primary reason was to
analyze the real roll bend ing process as closely as
possible, for example, by mode ling the complex
contacting mechanism descr ibed in Section 2. The
secondary reason was to investigate the stress and
strain components both during and after the pro
cess.

constant curvature. It may easily be seen from
Fig . 8 that all curves are similar to those in Fig.
6 and that more displacement is required in order
to achieve greater curvature.

4.1 Finite element models
The problem is first analyzed in one dimension

by modeling the plate with the beam elements .

4.2 Numerical results and comparisons
Figures 10 and 11 show the curvature

distributions obtained by the FEA with the beam
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Fig. 11 Curvature distribution at various load steps,
obtained by FEA with plane strain elements

o.o+-0.4...L-r-~-.,.:a.---~~~-i---...bo..oj
M ~ U o.a o.a U

Arc length (m)

Fig. 10 Curvature distribution at various load steps,
obtained by FEA with beam elements

Several observations may be made from these
figures.

Firstly , since the entire bending process is
modeled by a sufficient number of sequential
bending operations , the curvature dist ributions
are very smooth, in contrast to the resu lt of the
analytical approach, as shown in F ig. 5. Second
ly, it should be noted that Fig. 5, without the
fluctuations due to discretization, and the curve
for Load step 40 in Fig. 10, without the rear
bump, are in good qualitative and quantitative
agreement. This agreement would have easily
been expected from the fact that both results are
based on the modeling of the plate as a beam.
Further, this cons istency between two results
indicates that the effects of the complex contacting
mechanism modeled only in the FEA are not
great for smoothly curved plates such as being
considered in this study. F inally, a comparison
between Figs. 10 and II reveals that the
"undershoot" effect is much less severe (or not
observable) in the case of plane strain elements
than in the case of beam elements. This is because
the curvature produced by the first bending with
plane strain elements is not suffic ient to cause
an "undershoot" in the subsequent bending. This
smaller curvature in the case of plane strain
elements is, in turn, due to the greater stiffness of
plane strain elements compared to the beam
elements.

Using FEA, stress and strain components have
been investigated, and several features of the
mechanics involved in the process have been ob
served (Kim, 1996). However, only one feature is
discussed in this paper. Figure 12 shows the
distributions of residual bending strains after
unloading, throughout the cross section of a plate
which is located directly below the center roller.
The total bending strain is composed of elastic
and plastic components. Both components are
linearly distr ibu ted throughout the thickness. The
small , but nonzero elastic strain component, e1-,
shown in Fig . 12 indicates that nonzero residua l
stress exists.

The greatest practical interest lies in
determining the relationship between the center
roller displacement and the residual curvature. To

1.0ll.80.4 o.a
Arc length (m)

~

~

0.8

o.a

elements and the plane strain elements, respec
tively . It is assumed that the rolling region of the
plate, 0.5 m long (see Table 1), is bent by forty
equally spaced sequential bending operations
(hence, so=500 mm/4O= 12.5 mm) with the same
constant displacement of the center roller, Yc=
7.5 mm, as in the analytical approach. Each curve
in Figs . 10 and 11 represents the curvature distri
bution at the indicated bending sequence (or load
step ) ; that is, curvatures under loading, and not
the residual curvatures after unloading, are
shown. For this reason, all curves, except those
for Load step I, exhibit a big rear bump immedi
ately before descending to zero. Each of these rear
bumps is, of course, located at the location cor re
spo nding to the center roller. Residual cur vatu res
after unloading are not shown here, but are
approximated by remo ving or significantly
reduc ing the rear bumps in Figs. 10 and I !.
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Fig. 13 Relationship between displacement of center
roller and residual curvature
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Fig. 12 Distribution of residual bending strains
along the plate's thickness after unloading

obtain this relationship by FEA, the inverse

problem has been solved for several values of

desired residual curvature. Figure 13 shows the

constant residual curvatures versus the required

steady-state displacements of center roller,

obtained by FEA with plane strain elements and

by the analytical approach. It may be stated here

that, although the actual bending process is better

modeled by the finite element method, the
analytical approach based upon the simple three

-point bending beam theory may still be used

without introducing significant errors. The reason

why the FEA predicts smaller curvature is due to

the reduced degree of freedom in deformation,

resulting from the fuller consideration of contact

between the rollers and workpiece in FEA. Also,
the deviation of analytical results in Fig. 13 from

the FEA results is allowable in real shipyards

because the analytical approach will certainly

provide a much more logical and better

methodology compared to the current experience
based practice, and because conducting FEA ev

ery time when needed is not practical at all.

It should be noted here that this analytical

approach does not hold for the bending of a

rectangular plate along an oblique direction or

for bending non-rectangular plates , since the
beam theory is no longer applicable . Various non

rectangular shapes of plates are indeed fabricated

in the actual shipyards and, for those cases , the
finite element analysis approach proposed in the
paper will be required.

5. Conclusions

The mechanics of the three-roll bend ing pro 

cess for smoothly curved plates has been studied

by an analytical approach and by the finite ele

ment method. The primary objective of this study

is to develop a logical and accurate procedure for

determining the center roller displacement

required for the fabrication of a plate with the
desired curvature. The procedure in the analytical

approach has been obtained by modifying and

extending an existing model based on the beam

theory. The finite element model with plane strain

elements is much closer to the actual process: for

example, the complex contacting mechanism be

tween the rollers and the plate is accurately

modeled by use of the contact elements.
The results of both analytical and finite element

approaches have been investigated and compared

with each other. In particular, the steady-state

displacement of the center roller which is required

for a constant curvature has been obtained by
both approaches. As a result, the findings show

that the simple analytical approach yields suffi

ciently accurate results for smoothly curved

plates. Therefore; it may be concluded that the

procedure in the analytical approach, based on

the beam theory, may be used to determine the

center roller displacement. A potential use of this
procedure would be for the real-time com

putation that will be necessary for automation of

the process.
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This paper represents intermediate results of

our work to logically determine al1 parameters of

the rolI bending process. In order for the

analytical procedure proposed in this study to be
useful in practice and actual1y applied, further

development wil1 be needed. For example, an

analytical procedure that can handle non-rectan

gular plates and non-constant curvatures must be

developed. Final1y, the method proposed in this

study wil1 need to be verified against experimental

results. Yet, this wil1 require cooperation of
shipyards, and development of new techniques to

measure curvature distributions. Efforts are being

made to this end.
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